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Abstract
Social stress may play a role in urinary bladder dysfunction in humans, but the
underlying mechanisms are unknown. Here, we explored changes in bladder function
caused by social stress using mouse models of stress and increasing stress.
In the stress paradigm, individual submissive FVB mice were exposed to C57BL/6
aggressor mice directly/indirectly for 1 hour per day for 2 or 4 weeks. Increased stress
was induced by continuous, direct/indirect exposure of FVB mice to aggressor mice for 2
weeks. Stressed FVB mice exhibited non-voiding bladder contractions and a decrease
in both micturition interval (increased voiding frequency) and bladder capacity compared
with control animals. ELISA assays demonstrated a significant increase in histamine
protein expression with no change in NGF protein expression in urinary bladder
compared to controls. Unlike stressed mice, mice exposed to an increased stress
paradigm exhibited increased bladder capacities and intermicturition intervals
(decreased voiding frequency). Histamine and NGF protein expression were both
significantly increased with increased stress compared to control bladders. The change
in bladder function from increased voiding frequency to decreased voiding frequency
with increased stress intensity suggests that changes in social stress-induced urinary
bladder dysfunction are context and duration dependent. In addition, changes in the
bladder inflammatory milieu with social stress may be important contributors to changes
in urinary bladder function.
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INTRODUCTION
Stress affects urinary bladder function and has been reported to exacerbate
signs/symptoms of urinary bladder dysfunction in overactive bladder (OAB), interstitial
cystitis/bladder pain syndrome (IC/BPS), bladder outlet obstruction, and spinal cord
injury-induced bladder dysfunction. Clinicians have long surmised that stress plays a
role in bladder dysfunction, especially in children, but the underlying mechanisms have
remained obscure. Treatment options for stress-induced bladder dysfunction include
behavioral modification and anticholinergic medications (38). However, these
interventions merely treat symptoms and have a variable success rate. The frequent
ineffectiveness of these treatments stems from a failure to understand how stress affects
the mechanics of human urine storage and emptying, and highlights the need for
relevant pre-clinical animal models for testing treatments for stress-induced bladder
dysfunction.
Animal models based on intravesical instillation of inflammatory agents or
surgical ligations of the bladder outlet have recently been created to study OAB (20, 31).
However, these models are less effective in mirroring human bladder function disorders
in children than in adults and have limited validity in studies of stress-related bladder
dysfunction. To overcome this problem, researchers have developed a number of
rodent stress models that mimic human bladder dysfunction. In 1973, Desjardins et al.
(12) reported wide differences in the micturition patterns of dominant versus submissive
mice during direct and barrier exposure. An alternative mouse model, the chronic wateravoidance stress paradigm demonstrated enhanced bladder nociceptive responses as
well as alterations in micturition frequency, interval and volume (26). Most recently,
Chang et al. (7) reported that social stress leads to remodeling and hypertrophy of the
bladder in addition to abnormal voiding patterns. Findings from murine models of social
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stress appear to closely correlate with the symptoms of stress-induced bladder
overactivity/underactivity observed in children (Mingin, personal observation).
Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), a potent neurotrophin that exerts pleiotropic effects
in the peripheral and central nervous system has been shown to regulate sensory and
sympathetic neuronal development and maintenance (22) and play a role in painful
somatic and visceral inflammation (1,8,17,27 and 32). Notably, NGF contributes to
inflammation of the bladder, colon and lung (11, 16 and 35), and there is increasing
evidence that NGF plays a role in increased voiding frequency (8, 19, 14, 29, 21, 30 and
44). Recently, increased NGF expression in the urinary bladder was demonstrated in
rats exposed to a repeated variate stress (RVS) paradigm (28). Additional inflammatory
changes in the urinary bladder were also demonstrated with the RVS model including
increases in histamine, chemokine and myeloperoxidase expression, suggesting that
markers of inflammation might be useful biochemical indicators of the effects of social
stress (2).
In the present study, we examined the role that social stress plays in bladder
function using a stress and increased stress paradigm in mice. In this study the
difference between the stress and increased stress protocols relates to the duration of
time that a submissive mouse is exposed to an aggressor mouse via a permeable
barrier allowing for visual and olfactory contact. We demonstrate that social stress
produced a significant increase in histamine protein expression in urinary bladder from
both the stressed and increased stress groups. In addition we observed a significant
increase in NGF protein expression in urinary bladder from the increased stress group.
Notably, changes in bladder function depended on the stress paradigm: stress induced
decreased bladder capacity and increased voiding frequency, whereas increased stress
produced an elevation in bladder capacity and a decrease in voiding frequency.
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Collectively, our findings reveal that changes in bladder function in response to stress
are context and duration dependent.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Animal Care and Use. Male C57BL/6 mice and FVB mice (Charles River Canada, St.
Constant PQ) (20-30 g) were used in these studies. Mice had free access to food and
water while housed in animal facilities. All procedures that involved animals were
performed in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at UVM
and were consistent with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (8th
edition).

Social stress protocol. On consecutive days submissive six-week-old FVB mice were
placed in direct contact with C57BL/6 retired breeder mice (aggressor mouse) (Charles
River Canada, St. Constant PQ) for a period of five minutes or until the C57BL/6 mice
initiated aggressive behavior (e.g., biting sufficient to break the skin). After the fiveminute period, or demonstrated aggressive behavior a clear plastic barrier with small
holes allowing for olfactory stimulation was placed in the cage separating the FVB
mouse from the aggressor mouse for a total time of one hr. The FVB mice were then
returned to their own cages for 23 hrs. The process was repeated the next day with a
different aggressor mouse. Age matched control FVB mice were placed in barrier cages
without exposure to aggressor mice for a total of 1 hr. before being returned to their own
cage. The submissive mice were exposed to the stress protocol for either two weeks or
four weeks.

Increased social stress protocol. Submissive six-week-old FVB mice were placed in
direct contact with C57BL/6 retired breeder (aggressor mouse) for five minutes or until
the aggressor mouse initiated traumatic aggressive behavior. After the five-minute
period, a clear plastic barrier with small holes allowing for olfactory stimulation was
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placed separating the FVB mouse from the aggressor mouse for 23 hours. The process
was repeated the next day with a different aggressor. The submissive mice were
exposed to this protocol for a two week period.

Assessment of additional mouse strain in stress protocols
Both the stress protocol and increased stress protocols were repeated as above
substituting six-week-old C57BL/6 mice for six-week-old FVB submissive mice. The six –
week-old C57/BL/6 mice were exposed to C57/BL/6 retired breeder aggressor mice.

Measurement of urinary bladder NGF and histamine protein content by ELISAs
Whole bladder was put in T-PER Tissue Protein Extraction Reagent (Thermo
SCIENTIFIC, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) with an added protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Total bladder proteins were then extracted by using MP
Biomedicals LYSING MATRIX D (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, California, USA) and the
protein concentration was measured by using Coomassie Plus (Bradford) Assay Kit
(Thermo SCIENTIFIC, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). This extract was then used for
ELISA assays. Histamine protein content was measured using Histamine EIA Kit from
(Oxford Biomedical Research) with a detection range from 2.5 to 50.0 ng/ml. The
histamine standard curve was calculated using a 4-PL curve-fit (R2 = 0.9975). Mouse
NGF content was measured by using ChemiKine Nerve Growth Factor Sandwich ELISA
kit from (Millipore) with a detection range of 10 to 1,000 pg/ml. The mouse NGF standard
curve was generated using a 2-PL curve-fit (R2 = 0.9961). Samples did not fall below the
minimum detection limits of either assays. Measured histamine and NGF contents were
normalized to total protein concentration.

Quantitative RT-PCR for NGF and histidine decarboxylase (HDC)
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There is no specific gene coding for histamine; therefore, we substituted histidine
decarboxylase, the enzyme which catalyses the reaction producing histamine from
histidine. Total RNA was extracted using the STAT-60 total RNA/mRNA isolation
reagent (Tel-Test‘B’, Friendswood, TX, USA) as previously described. 2 µg of RNA per
sample was used to synthesize complementary DNA using a mix of random hexamer
and oligo dT primers with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega Corp.) in a 25-μl final
reaction volume. The quantitative PCR standards for all transcripts were prepared with
the amplified cDNA products ligated directly into pCR2.1 TOPO vector using the TOPO
TA cloning kit (Invitrogen). The nucleotide sequences of the inserts were verified by
automated fluorescent dideoxy dye terminator sequencing (Vermont Cancer Center DNA
Analysis Facility). To estimate the relative expression of the receptor transcripts, 10-fold
serial dilutions of stock plasmids were prepared as quantitative standards. The range of
standard concentrations was determined empirically. Complementary DNA templates,
diluted 10-fold to minimize the inhibitory effects of the reverse transcription reaction
components, were assayed using HotStart-IT SYBR Green qPCR Master Mix (USB,
Cleveland, OH, USA) and 300 nM of each primer in a final 25 μl reaction volume. HDC
primer sequences are as follow: upper: 5’-GGATTCTGGGTCAAGGACAAG-3’; lower: 5’GTCCGTGGCTGCACCAGAG-3’. L32 primer sequences are upper: 5’AGTCGCCGTGCCTACCAT-3’; lower: 5’-GCCTGCTGCCTTCCTTG-3’. NGF and L32
primer sequences were previously published (39).
The real-time quantitative PCR was performed (Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast
real-time PCR system, Foster City, CA, USA) using the following standard conditions: (i)
serial heating at 94°C for 2 min; (ii) amplification over 45 cycles at 94°C for 15 s and 6065°C depending on primer sets for 30 s. The amplified product from these amplification
parameters was subjected to SYBR Green I melting analysis by ramping the
temperature of the reaction samples from 60 to 95°C. A single DNA melting profile was
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observed under these dissociation assay conditions demonstrating amplification of a
single unique product free of primer dimers or other anomalous products.

For data analyses, a standard curve was constructed by amplification of serially
diluted plasmids containing the target sequence. Data were analyzed at the termination
of each assay using sequence detection software (Sequence Detection Software,
version 1.3.1; Applied Biosystems, Norwalk, CT, USA). In standard assays, default
baseline settings were selected. The increase in SYBR Green I fluorescence intensity
(ΔRn) was plotted as a function of cycle number and the threshold cycle was determined
by the software as the amplification cycle at which the ΔRn first intersects the
established baseline. All data are expressed as the relative quantity of the gene of
interest normalized to the relative quantity of the ribosomal protein reference gene, L32.

Open voiding cystometry in conscious, unrestrained mice. Open voiding cystometry in
conscious, unrestrained mice was conducted on all animals three days post stress
exposure. In anesthetized FVB/C57BL/6 mice and controls, the urinary bladder was
exposed through a lower midline abdominal incision under general anesthesia
(isoflurane 2-3%). A saline filled PE-10 cannula with the end flared by heat was inserted
into the dome of the bladder and secured with a 6-0-nylon purse string suture. The distal
end of the cannula was sealed. Muscle and skin layers were closed separately using
absorbable and non-absorbable sutures, respectively. The distal part of the cannula was
placed in the subcutaneous space and the mice were returned to normal caging for 72
hrs. too ensure complete recovery. Postoperative analgesics were given for a period of
48 hrs. The mice were anesthetized and the cannula was exteriorized. Mice were
placed conscious and unrestrained in recording cages with a balance and pan for urine
collection and measurement placed below the cage. Intravesical pressure changes were
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recorded using a Small Animal Cystometry System (Med Associates, Inc., St Albans,
VT). The cannula was exteriorized and connected to one port of a pressure transducer;
the other port of the pressure transducer was connected to a syringe pump. Room
temperature saline was infused at a rate of 10 µl/min in order to elicit repetitive urinary
bladder contractions. At least four reproducible micturition cycles were recorded after an
initial stabilization period of 25 to 30 min. Voided saline was collected to determine void
volume. Inter-contraction interval, maximal voiding pressure, pressure threshold for
voiding and baseline resting pressure were measured. The number of non-voiding
urinary bladder contractions (NVC) per voiding cycle, maximal NVC pressure and
frequency of NVC were assessed. For these studies, NVCs were defined as rhythmic
intravesical pressure rises (greater than 5 cm H2O from baseline pressure) without a
release of fluid from the urethra. Mice were excluded from studies when adverse events
occurred such as ≥ 20% reduction in body weight post-surgery, lethargy, pain or distress
not relieved by our IACUC-approved regimen of post-operative analgesics or a
significant postoperative adverse event. In the present studies, 3 mice were excluded
due to iatrogenic bladder outlet obstruction. Behavioral movements such as grooming,
standing, ambulation and defecation also rendered bladder pressure recordings during
these events unusable and these were excluded from analysis. In the majority of animals
the experiments were conducted at similar times of the day to avoid the possibility that
circadian variations were responsible for changes in bladder capacity measurements.
Mice were euthanized at the conclusion of the study by isoflurane (5%) and thoracotomy
and the bladder was harvested and weighed.

Statistical analyses. All values represent mean ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.).
Data were compared with analysis of variance (ANOVA). Animals, processed and
analyzed on the same day, were tested as a block in the analysis of variance. When F
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ratios exceeded the critical value (p ≤ 0.05) (two-tailed test), the Newman-Keul’s post
hoc test was used to compare group means.
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RESULTS
Mice evaluated. Fifty-eight (n=58) mice out of a total of 64 were studied. Five (5) mice
were discounted due to bladder obstruction (n=3) or unstable cystometric recordings
(n=2). One animal died post survival surgery of unknown causes.

Effects of social stress on urinary bladder function in mice. To determine whether
exposure to stress results in changes in urinary bladder function, we performed
conscious urodynamic studies on both stressed, increased stressed and control mice.

Stressed. Whereas age-matched controls exhibited similar urinary bladder function (Fig.
1 A), mice exposed to the stress protocol for 2 weeks exhibited significantly reduced
intermicturition intervals (increased voiding frequency) and bladder capacities (Fig. 1B;
Table 1). They also showed an increase in baseline and micturition threshold pressure
with no change in maximum voiding pressure (Table 2). Moreover, non-voiding
contractions NVCs were increased (5.8 NVCs per 100 s) in mice exposed to the 2-week
stress protocol compared with the control group (1.2 NVCs per 100 s). In mice exposed
to the stress protocol for 4 weeks, intermicturition interval and bladder capacity tended to
be lower than those in controls, but these differences did not reach statistical
significance. The recovery of baseline resting pressure, micturition threshold pressure
and maximal voiding pressures at 4 weeks were similar to controls (Table 2).
Increased stress. Exposure of mice to the increased stress protocol produced changes
in bladder function that were qualitatively different from those exposed to the stress
protocol. Unlike the case with stress, which decreased intermicturition interval (increased
voiding frequency) and bladder capacity, mice exposed to increased stress exhibited
significantly increased intermicturition intervals (reduced voiding frequency) and
increased bladder capacities compared with age-matched controls (Fig.1C;Table 1). No
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differences in baseline resting pressure, micturition threshold pressure or maximal
voiding pressures were observed between mice exposed to the increased stress
protocol and control mice (Table 2).

Effects of social stress on mouse body and urinary bladder weight.
Urinary bladder weight. The weight of bladders from the FVB mice exposed to the
stress protocol for 2 weeks (0.018 ± 0.002 g), were not significantly different from control
mice (0.018 ± 0.002 g). The weight of bladders from the FVB mice exposed to the
increased stress protocol, were not significantly increased (0.023 ± 0.002 g). The
weight of bladders from C57BL/6 mice exposed to the stress protocol for 2 weeks (0.062
± 0.002 g) were significantly (p≤0.01) increased compared to that of bladders from
control mice (0.044 ± 0.001 g). In contrast, the weight of bladders, were unchanged in
C57Bl/6 mice exposed to increased stress.
Body weight. The body weights of the FVB mice exposed to both the stress and
increased stress protocol (25 ± 0.63 g) were similar to that of the control mice. The
body weights of C57BL/6 mice were significantly (p≤0.01) increased at the end of both
stress (27 ± 0.16 g) and increased (22 ± 0.13 g) stress protocols compared to those of
control mice (14 ± 0.14 g).

Effects of social stress on NGF and histamine protein expression in mouse
urinary bladders
Previous studies (19, 20, 21, 33 and 39) have demonstrated that urinary bladder NGF
expression is increased with increased voiding frequency. Given that voiding frequency
increased in mice exposed to stress but decreased in mice exposed to increased stress,
we hypothesized that NGF expression would be selectively increased in the bladders of
stressed mice. We evaluated both NGF and histamine protein expression utilizing
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ELISA assays. For these experiments, we utilized 17 additional FVB mice; 5 for controls
and 6 in each experimental group (stress and increased stress). Mice were exposed to
the previously described stress and increased stress protocols and for consistent
comparison underwent tube implantation prior to being euthanized. We observed no
change in NGF protein expression in the stressed bladders when compared to controls.
In the increased stressed bladders, we observed a significant (p≤ 0.05) increase in NGF
protein content in urinary bladder. (Fig.2A). Histamine protein expression was
significantly increased in both the stressed and increased stressed bladders when
compared to controls (Fig.2B).

To demonstrate that elevations in protein expression were not related to post
implantation surgery, we repeated the above experiments to determine NGF protein
expression in urinary bladder without tube implantation. Fifteen additional mice were
distributed equally (n=5 in each) among the control group the stressed and increased
stress groups. NGF protein expression was significantly (p≤ 0.05) increased in urinary
bladder of mice (no tube implant) exposed to increased stress but the magnitude of
expression is reduced compared to that observed in mice with tube implants (Fig. 2C).

Effects of Social stress on NGF and HDC (histamine) transcript expression
Twenty-one additional FVB mice, divided equally (n=7 in each) into control, stressed and
increased stressed groups were used for quantitative RT- PCR. These mice were
exposed to the previously described stress and increased stress protocols and for
consistent comparison underwent tube implantation prior to being euthanized. In each
group, the urinary bladder was separated into both the urothelium and detrusor using a
dissecting microscope, fine forceps and iris scissors.
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We observed a decrease in NGF transcript expression in detrusor and urothelial tissues
in both stress and increased stress bladders when compared to controls (Fig. 3A)
Urothelial and detrusor HDC transcripts expression were also decreased when
compared to controls (Fig. 3B).
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DISCUSSION
In this study we expand upon the current knowledge of the effects of social stress
on bladder function. Functionally, stressed mice (2 weeks) exhibit decreased bladder
capacity and intermicturition intervals (increased voiding frequency) in addition to the
presence of non-voiding contractions. At four weeks, baseline and micturition threshold
pressures, which were increased at 2 weeks with this paradigm, had completely
normalized, whereas bladder capacity and intermicturition interval were not different
from control animals. Mice exposed to increased stress had increased bladder capacity
leading to prolonged periods between urination. Thus, both stress and increased stress
exposure affected voiding frequency; however, these paradigms produced opposing
results. Other findings of interest included an increase in histamine protein expression in
the stress mice consistent with an inflammatory milieu in the urinary bladder. In mice
exposed to increased stress, there was both significantly increased NGF and histamine
protein expression in the urinary bladder. Collectively, our results demonstrate
differences in urinary bladder function and expression of inflammatory mediators that are
dependent on the context and duration of the stress exposure.
Few studies in the literature have described the functional effects of this stress
model in the bladder. Our work extends that of Chang et al. (7) who reported functional
findings consistent with urinary retention. In contrast, we demonstrate that stress
induced both retention and increased voiding frequency (i.e., overactivity). The
difference is likely attributable to differences in the intensity of the stress stimulus, as
determined by the type and degree. In order to overcome the challenges involved with a
social stress model ( expense involved due to single cage housing and the need for
aggressor males to be periodically exposed to females)

water avoidance stress

protocols were adopted to characterize the voiding phenotype only one of which was
carried out using male mice instead of rats (26). In the study by McGonagle et al.
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cystometry revealed increased intermicturition intervals and bladder volumes. This
pattern of retention is also similar to that reported by Chang et al. Comparing the
intensity of stress in the water avoidance model to our protocol is difficult. These findings
are similar to what we see with increased stress. Both the studies by Chang and
McGongle are concerned with comparing their modals with the hypertrophy and bladder
remodeling seen with partial bladder outlet obstruction. These models do not fully mimic
the urologic conditions seen in children thus our model of social stress may have more
translational applicability as it is likely that perturbations in micturition reside on a
spectrum with overactivity and retention at opposite ends. The underlying mechanisms
that trigger this transition are not known but our data suggest that this transition point is
not time dependent, but rather influenced by the intensity and duration of stress
exposure. This is clearly evident when one considers that the functional micturition
pattern did not worsen with a doubling of the exposure time from 2 to 4 weeks in the
stress mice, but actually showed evidence of recovery. In contrast, increasing the
intensity of the stress through prolonged direct/indirect contact resulted in changes in
bladder function and a shift in the spectrum. The intensity threshold for this transition
and the physiological mechanism responsible for it warrant further investigation in future
studies using the social stress model.
We have also extended the scope of our work to include an examination of the
neurotrophin, NGF, in stress-induced urinary bladder dysfunction. Altered NGF content
in urinary bladder is associated with urinary bladder inflammation and dysfunction in
both rodents and humans and may underlie neurochemical organizational and
electrophysiological changes that can affect the micturition reflex pathway (13, 19, 20,
21, 28, 33, 35 and 36). In addition, inflammation induced by noxious chemical or
mechanical stimulation in the urinary bladders of rodents increases the expression of
NGF mRNA as well as protein throughout the bladder, causing morphological changes
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in both bladder sensory and motor neurons (6, 23, 39 and 40). Increases in NGF protein
content have also been reported in hypertrophied bladders following spinal cord injury
and bladder outlet obstruction where expression correlates with neuronal hypertrophy
and detrusor overactivity (41, 43). In contrast to the findings of Schnegelsberg et al. (33),
who reported an increase in voiding frequency in a transgenic mouse model of NGF
overexpression, we observed an increase in voiding frequency but no increase in NGF in
the stress mouse.
NGF has been implicated in altering the expression of membrane ion channels
such as the transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV) family of channels large
conductance, calcium-sensitive potassium (BK) channels, and small conductance
calcium-sensitive potassium (SK) channels (18,25 and 29). Thus it is possible that the
effects of increased NGF bladder expression are indirect including effects of altered
expression and function of BK, SK and TRPV channels which may directly contribute to
the demonstrated urinary bladder dysfunction. We have recently demonstrated
cystometrically that the TRPV1 antagonist capsaicin decreases bladder overactivity in
the stress mouse (Mingin et al., unpublished observation). Although this work is
preliminary, it appears that stress may play a role in overactive bladder by way of
increased inflammation, or by altering the activity of the TRPV1 ion channel however,
additional studies are necessary to address these possibilities.
Of note, our results demonstrate a difference in mice subjected to increased
stress where they exhibited a decrease in voiding frequency when compared to stress
mice or controls. A significant increase in NGF protein in mice exposed to increased
stress was noted when compared to control or stressed mice. The difference between
the stress and increased stress group in terms of NGF expression is intriguing.
Interesting, preliminary studies in our lab have shown a significant up-regulation of the
BK channel in bladders of mice subjected to increased stress (data not shown). As BK
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channels are important regulators of bladder smooth muscle activity, it is possible that
this channel may play a role in modulating the bladder activity in increased stress (34).
Thus, NGF as well as changes in BK channel expression/ function may contribute to
changes in bladder function in mice exposed to increased stress. In contrast, the present
studies do not implicate NGF expression in the urinary bladder as a contributor to urinary
bladder dysfunction in mice exposed to stress.
It is interesting to speculate on the etiology of the increased NGF and histamine
expression. The results from the quantitative RT-PCR studies do not demonstrate an
increase in either NGF or HDC mRNA suggesting that changes in post transcriptional
processing contributes to increased NGF and HDC protein expression in the urinary
bladder with increased stress. Reports of upregulated protein expression in the absence
of a concomitant increase in mRNA in animal models of stress and inflammation have
been previously demonstrated (42). Degranulation of mast cells releases NGF (3) and
NGF itself may be a mast cell degranulator (4). However, recent data in a stress model
of maternal separation suggests that in the setting of stress, NGF is mast cell derived
(4,5). These same authors determined that there is a closer association between mast
cells and nerves in the setting of neonatal stress. The mechanisms underlying stress
induction of mast cell degranulation and release of NGF are not completely understood.
It is possible that this is due to a central mediator such as corticotropin releasing
hormone (CRH). Several investigators have shown that stress induced visceral
hypersensitivity and perturbations in colonic barrier function induced by mast cell
degranulation could be inhibited by CRH antagonists (24, 37). In the present study we
did not investigate the contributions of CRH in the stress models used.
This speculation will have to await further studies which are planned to
investigate the activity of NGF along the voiding spectrum, in particular blocking the
NGF/TrKA receptor interactions or using intravesical anti-inflammatory agents. Future
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studies will also investigate the role of various ion channels known to be important in
bladder contractility including TRPV1, TRPV4, BK and SK channels. Studies examining
bladder afferent nerve activity in both stressed and increased stressed mice in response
to urinary bladder distention will also be pursued.
We acknowledge certain limitations in this study, namely that the social stress
model can be subjective when assessing the aggressiveness of retired breeder mice.
The failure to subject all of the mice to each of the protocols for period of 4 weeks is
another limitation. Future experiments are planned to examine the effect of social stress
over increased duration as well as examining the durability of these findings in order to
determine if they are permanent or transient and normalize at some time-point after
exposure. The majority of mice in the study were subjected to tube implantation and
although we acknowledge that this may be a confounding source of inflammation,
control animals were also subjected to survival surgery. In order to remove this variable
we further analyzed bladder samples from animals that were subjected to the stress and
increased stress protocols but did not undergo tube implantation. The findings for NGF
protein were similar in all of the groups. Yet another limitation is the inability to
completely control for other confounding sources of stress, such as variations in
handling, different animal care technicians and seasonal effects. The former may be
partially responsible for the difference in bladder intermicturition intervals between
C57BL6 control mice.

The current findings increase our understanding of the role of social stress in
bladder dysfunction, in particular how activation of neurotrophins may underlie the
condition. Based on the above, we propose that social stress represents a useful animal
model for the study of both urinary bladder hyperactivity as well as bladder underactivity.
These findings, using the social stress model, represent a novel foundation for future
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studies that will identify potential lower urinary tract targets for treatments for children
with stress related bladder disorders.

Perspectives and Significance
Stress may be directly causative or exacerbate the symptoms (i,e., urinary frequency)
seen in disorders of the urinary bladder such as IC and OAB. The current studies
characterize the effects of social stress on bladder function as well as the possible
mechanisms underlying the changes in function with a long term goal of identifying
potential targets for pharmacologic intervention. Social stress produces changes in the
bladder over a spectrum ranging from increased urinary frequency with reduced bladder
capacity to decreased voiding and an increase in bladder capacity (urinary retention).
Increased expression of NGF and histamine suggest either an inflammatory component
and or upregulation of neurotrophins leading to possible increased membrane channel
activation. Future studies will be aimed at exploring the mechanisms underlying social
stress induced bladder dysfunction by determining the contributions of inflammatory
mediators (e.g., NGF), ion channels (e.g., transient receptor potential channels) as well
as exploring the role of central mediators (e.g., CRH).
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Cystometrogram traces of stress and increased stress protocols in FVB mice.
(A) Representative cystometry traces from control mice. (B) Representative cystometry
traces following stress (2-week). (C) Representative cystometry traces following
increased stress (2 week). IV=infused volume, MP=mean pressure, VV= voided volume.
Social stress (B) significantly (p ≤ 0.01) increased voiding frequency and decreased
bladder capacity (total infused saline at the start of micturition; 1.65-fold), and
intercontraction intervals (1.65-fold) relative to control measurements (A).

Figure 2. Social stress (2 week) increases NGF and histamine protein in the urinary
bladder of mice. (A) NGF protein expression is unchanged in the stress bladder
compared to control mice. NGF protein is significantly (p ≤ 0.01) elevated in the
increased stress bladders compared to controls and to the stress bladders (with tube
implantation). (B) Histamine protein expression is significantly increased in both stress
and increased stress bladders compared to control mice (with tube implantation) (p ≤
0.01). (C) NGF is unchanged in the stressed bladders and significantly elevated (p ≤
0.01) in increased stress mice compared to controls (without tube implantation).

Figure 3. Social stress decreases histidine decarboxylase (HDC) and NGF transcripts
expression in urinary bladder. (A) NGF mRNA is decreased in both urothelium and
detrusor in stress and increased stress mice compared to control mice. (B) HDC mRNA
is decreased in the urothelium and significantly (p ≤ 0.01) decreased in the detrusor in
stress and increased stress mice compared to control mice and to each other. L32,
ribosomal protein used as a reference gene.
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Table Legends
Table 1. Intermicturition interval and bladder capacity of mice exposed to social stress at
2- and 4-weeks compared to controls. Intermicturition interval and bladder capacity for
mice exposed to increased stress (2-week) compared to controls is also presented.
Number of mice (FVB, C57BL/6) in each group is shown. *, p ≤ 0.01.

Table 2. Micturition pressure (threshold, baseline, maximum) of mice exposed to social
stress at 2- and 4-weeks compared to controls. Micturition pressure (threshold,
baseline, maximum) of mice exposed to increased stress (2-week) compared to controls
is also presented. Number of mice (FVB, C57BL/6) in each group is shown. *, p ≤ 0.01.
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